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At a recent conference of college
administrators, several of us had an
impromptu discussion over lunch
about the meaning of "shared
Brian Taylor

governance." The consensus? That
term is often invoked but much

misunderstood by both faculty members and many administrators.
"Some of my faculty believe that shared governance literally means
that a committee votes on some new plan or proposal and that's it—it
gets implemented," said a seasoned department head. "There is no
sense of sharing, of who is sharing what with whom."
A dean chimed in that a faculty leader at her institution actually told
her that shared governance means that professors, who are the "heart
of the university," delegate the governance of their universities to

administrators, whose role is to provide a support network for the
faculty. "He said, in all seriousness, that faculty have the primary role
of governing the university and that administrators are appointed to
spare them from the more distasteful managerial labor," said the dean
with incredulity.
That may be a more commonly held notion in academe than it at ﬁrst
appears. I know several faculty senators at one institution who
regularly refer to faculty as "governance," as in "You're
administration, and we're governance." That expression reveals a
deep misunderstanding of the mechanism of shared governance—
and presupposes an inherently adversarial relationship.
The phrase shared governance is so hackneyed that it is becoming
what some linguists call an "empty" or "ﬂoating" signiﬁer, a term so
devoid of determinate meaning that it takes on whatever signiﬁcance
a particular speaker gives it at the moment. Once a term arrives at that
point, it is essentially useless.
Shared governance is not a simple matter of committee consensus, or
the faculty's engaging administrators to take on the dirty work, or any
number of other common misconceptions. Shared governance is
much more complex; it is a delicate balance between faculty and staff
participation in planning and decision-making proc-esses, on the one
hand, and administrative accountability on the other.

The truth is that all legal authority in any university originates from
one place and one place only: its governing board. Whether it is a
private college created by a charter, or a public institution established
by law or constitution, the legal right and obligation to exercise
authority over an institution is vested in and ﬂows from its board.
Typically, the board then formally delegates authority over the day-today operation of the institution (often in an ofﬁcial "memorandum of
delegation") to the president, who, in turn, may delegate authority
over certain parts of university management to other university
ofﬁcials—for example, granting authority over academic personnel
and programs to the provost as the chief academic ofﬁcer, and so on.
Over time, the system of shared governance has evolved to include
more and more representation in the decision-making process. The
concept really came of age in the 1960s, when colleges began to
liberalize many of their processes. In fact, an often-cited document on
the subject, "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities,"
was issued jointly by the American Association of University
Professors, the American Council on Education, and the Association
of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges in the mid-60s. That
statement attempted to afﬁrm the importance of shared governance
and state some common principles.
The fact that the primary organization championing faculty concerns,
the body devoted to preparing future academic administrators, and
the association promoting best practices in serving on governing

boards together endorsed the statement illustrates that university
governance is a collaborative venture.
"Shared" governance has come to connote two complementary and
sometimes overlapping concepts: giving various groups of people a
share in key decision-making processes, often through elected
representation; and allowing certain groups to exercise primary
responsibility for speciﬁc areas of decision making.
To illustrate the ﬁrst notion of how shared governance works, I'd like
to revisit a 2007 column, "But She Was Our Top Choice," in which I
discussed the search process for academic administrators and
attempted to explain why hiring committees are commonly asked to
forward an unranked list of "acceptable" candidates. I wrote that
shared governance, especially in the context of a search for a senior
administrator, means that professors, staff members, and sometimes
students have an opportunity to participate in the process—unlike the
bad old days when a university ofﬁcial often would hire whomever he
(and it was invariably a male) wanted, without consulting anyone.
"Shared" means that everyone has a role: The search committee
evaluates applications, selects a shortlist of candidates, conducts
preliminary interviews, contacts references, chooses a group of
ﬁnalists to invite to campus, solicits input about the candidates from
appropriate stakeholders, and determines which of the ﬁnalists are
acceptable. Then it's up to the ﬁnal decision maker, who is

responsible for conducting background checks and entering into
formal negotiations with the front-runner, and who is ultimately held
responsible for the success (or failure) of the appointment.
"Shared" doesn't mean that every constituency gets to participate at
every stage. Nor does it mean that any constituency exercises
complete control over the process. A search cannot be a simple matter
of a popular vote because someone must remain accountable for the
ﬁnal decision, and committees cannot be held accountable. Someone
has to exercise due diligence and contact the front-runner's current
and former supervisors to discover if there are any known skeletons
that are likely to re-emerge. If I am the hiring authority and I appoint
someone who embezzled money from a previous institution, I alone
am responsible. No committee or group can be held responsible for
such a lack of due diligence.
That's a good example of shared governance as it daily plays out in
manyareas of university decision making. No one person is arbitrarily
making important decisions absent the advice of key constituents; nor
is decision making simply a function of a group vote. The various
stakeholders participate in well-deﬁned parts of the process.
The second common, but overlapping, concept of shared governance
is that certain constituencies are given primary responsibility over
decision making in certain areas. A student senate, for example, might
be given primary (but not total) responsibility for devising policies

relevant to student governance. The most obvious example is that
faculty members traditionally exercise primary responsibility over the
curriculum. Because professors are the experts in their disciplines,
they are the best equipped to determine degree requirements and all
the intricacies of a complex university curriculum. That is ﬁtting and
proper.
But even in this second sense of shared governance—in which faculty
members exercise a great deal of latitude over the curriculum—a
committee vote is not the ﬁnal word. In most universities, even
curricular changes must be approved by an accountable ofﬁcer: a
dean or the university provost, and sometimes even the president. In
still other institutions, the ﬁnal approval rests with the board itself, as
it does for many curricular decisions in my own university and state.
Clearly, when it comes to university governance, "shared" is a much
more capacious concept than most people suspect. True shared
governance attempts to balance maximum participation in decision
making with clear accountability. That is a difﬁcult balance to
maintain, which may explain why the concept has become so fraught.
Genuine shared governance gives voice (but not necessarily ultimate
authority) to concerns common to all constituencies as well as to
issues unique to speciﬁc groups.

The key to genuine shared governance is broad and unending
communication. When various groups of people are kept in the loop
and understand what developments are occurring within the
university, and when they are invited to participate as true partners,
the institution prospers. That, after all, is our common goal.
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